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INTRODUCTION

OUR DESIGN

Working with the whaling museum was a great experience for us. Not only did it let us get the feel of working
with a real client, but it also gave us the experience to
create a microsite for a diverse audience.

Our formal interpretation of the Northern Right Whale
was to use a layering technique to show the magnitude
of this mammal. Overlapped pages show a section of
new information as a “layer” on top of the page before
it. We also used layering to magnify an important section
by using rollovers. We decided to incorporate watercolor
illustrations because they have a transparent look and
feel to them, which made them fit in with our theme of
layering as well.

SUMMARY
We chose to create a microsite for the Northern Right
Whale because of the actual scale of the mammal against
the very limited size of the web. A microsite can show,
in layers, the mass of blubber over bone. Our main goal
was to allow the viewer to have a comparable experience to those who went to the museum and saw the
exhibit first hand. Our microsite also allows viewers to
hear sound and view the motion of the Northern Right
Whale. This way we were also able to use interactivity
and animation to show scale and motion. Lastly, a microsite is able to provide more in-depth information about
the Northern Right Whale.

SITE ARCHITECTURE
Our microsite will be a link from the New Bedford
Whaling Museums’ website. It consists of three sections: EG1909, History, and Right Whale, with side
navigation that allows our audience to view more indepth information.
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NAVIGATION
EG1909 Homepage
Once the viewer clicks our link they will arrive
first at this page which is dedicated to EG1909.
To navigate through the page there are four
options, which are unified by color, allowing the
viewer to have a consistent knowledge of how
to navigate. Two tabs lead to more information on EG1909 and two other tabs that lead
to the history of whaling or information on
the Northern Right Whale. The image in our
presentation is a still shot but we envision a
slide show of images ranging from when the
bones arrived in the museum to when it is hung
as an exhibit.

History
This is the history home page. The five pulsating squares are used as rollovers, representing
major whaling ports in history. The locations
are The United States, Greenland, Iceland, Britain, and France. When the viewer rolls over the
square a letter will appear. Each letter will tell
a story within whaling history. Aside from the
rollovers, the viewer has three other options for
navigating through our microsite, which are the
home page, right whale, or globalization.

History: Rollover
This rollover is an example of what happens
when the viewer moves their mouse over the
pulsating square. The letter will tell the story of
history through the words of a whaler.

Right Whale
This is the “home page” of the Right Whale.
It is the main page that hides all the subpages,
such as Habitat and Anatomy. Also, the user is
able to hear sound, and view movement. We
put these links with the whale so that the view
could relate more to the subject matter, rather
then put them in with the normal navigation.

Right Whale: Movement
This is what it would look like if the viewer
clicked on the movement link within the Right
Whale page. A movement video would come up
and allow the viewer to see the movement of
the right whale.

Right Whale: Habitat— Migration Patterns
After clicking on Habitat from the Right Whale
page, this is what the viewer would see. It is a
visualization of what the migration patters is and
at what time of the year it takes place. There is
also an explination of migration patterns in the
transparent box in the bottom right corner.

Right Whale: Habitat— Breeding
When the user clicks on Breeding, we show a
zoomed in version of the map before, highlighting on the section in which the Right Whales
breed in. There is also an explination of breeding
in the transparent box located on the page which
relates to the topic of breeding.

Right Whale: Habitat— Breeding: Rollover
Here in the breeding section we have a rollover
section indicated by a brown pulsating symbol.
When the user rolls over this section with their
mouse, a magnified section showing the whales
close up for the viewer to see where their general
breeding grounds are.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Surface
This section you can get to by either clicking on
Anatomy from the Habitat pages, or from the
main Right Whale page by clicking on Anatomy.
We have generalized information about the
Anatomy of the Right Whale located under
the Anatomy link. In the main part of the page
we talk about the surface of the Right Whale.
There is also an explination of the surface in the
transparent box, which explains the surface of
the whale.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Surface: Rollover
In the surface section, when we rollover the
brown pulsating square the viewer sees a magified version of baleen and a short description
of its importance.
Note: We only show some rollovers and how they would
look. There would be as many as the museum requested.
Considering this is a prototype, we are just showing a few
rollovers and how they would behave.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Surface: Rollover
In the surface section, when the viewer rolls
over the brown pullsating square on the callosites of the whale they will see a magified version of callosites and a description about them.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Bones
When the user clicks on the bones link, we now
have the same whale, just with the bones showing. This relates to our concept of layering by
showing just the flesh, then showing just part
of the flesh and the bones. In the transparent
box, there is more indepth information about
the bones as well.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Bones: Rollover
In the bones section, when we rollover the brown
pulsating square on the dorsal fin of the whale
there’s a magified version of the bones and a
short description. We decided to emphasize this
because we thought it was interesting that this
was one of the only whales that had five finger
bones.

Right Whale: Anatomy— Organs
When the user clicks on the bones link, we now
have the same whale, just with the organs and
bones showing. There is also an explination of
the organs in the transparent box in the bottom
right corner.

